2nd International
BALTIC SEA
SUMMER CAMP

for 16-19 year old students from all nine Baltic Sea nations
15.09.–21.09.2019
The small island of Årø, Denmark

CONTACT:
Camp Director: Nick Krichevsky
telephone: +49 179 911 2410
e-mail: nicolai.krichevsky@rbg-hi.de
Project and Workshop Manager
Dr. Dennis Stahl
telephone: +49 162 904 0750
e-mail: dennis.stahl@rbg-hi.de

Check us out online!
Baltic Sea Summer Camp:
www.b-s-p.org/ArroeSummerCamp
Baltic Sea Project:
www.b-s-p.org
Robert-Bosch-Gesamtschule:
www.robert-bosch-gesamtschule.de

"Never doubt that a small group of thoughtful, committed citizens can change the world."
– Margaret Mead –